Defender
Premium hardbanding wires
APPLICATIONS
■■

Abrasion and wear protection
●● for drill collars, Hevi-Wate* transition
drillpipe, and standard drillpipe
●● for open hole and cased hole drilling
●● over previous DRILCO applications and
other hardbands
●● at the rig site, inspection site, operator
yard, or DRILCO service location

ADVANTAGES
■■

■■

■■

■■

Extended life through reapplicability from
noncracking, nonspalling design
Optimized performance with cored
wire formulation
Reduced wear rates on tubulars and
casing strings
Increased tubular durability and maximized
wear resistance on drill collars

DRILCO Defender* premium hardbanding wires provide hardbanding solutions for both openhole and
cased hole drilling. Designed and manufactured using the highest grade of raw materials, Defender
hardbanding wires can be applied over previous DRILCO applications as well as other hardbands.

Defender MAX
Defender MAX* metal-cored hardbanding wire is
a combination of crack-free, nonporous, deposited, work-hardening hardband that can be used
in single- or double-layer applications. The wire
is designed with a low coefficient of friction for
casing-friendly applications in openhole or cased
hole environments. In openhole applications,
tungsten carbide is dropped into the molten
hardband. This robust matrix holds the carbide
throughout the life cycle of the hardband.

Defender ULTRA
Defender ULTRA* flux-cored hardbanding wire
consists of crack-free and nonporous deposited
hardband, which protects the tool joint while
minimizing wear to the casing. The Defender
ULTRA wire can be used in single- or doublelayer applications. In harsh, remote environments with strong winds, Defender ULTRA
hardbanding wire can be operated with or
without shielding to gas, providing a premium
hardband not otherwise available.

Defender NON-MAG ELITE
Designed to protect nonmagnetic drill collars and
flex pipe, Defender NON-MAG ELITE* metal-cored
hardbanding wire is a tough, corrosion-resistant,
highly alloyed deposit. It is applied to standard
austenitic stainless steels, chromium manganese,
and nitrogen-bearing austenitic stainless steels.
Defer NON-MAG ELITE hardbanding wire is
enhanced with a tungsten drop that disperses
evenly throughout. The formulation of the wire
provides consistent and uniform arc transfer with
low fumes to optimize performance.

Defender
Specifications
Wire diameter, in [mm]
Polarity, current
Shielding gas at 35 ft3/h [16 L/m]

Defender MAX
0.0625 [1.6]
Reverse, DC electrode positive
98% Ar, 2% O2

Voltage, V
Amperage, A
Wire feed speed, in/min [mm/sec]
Electrode stickout, in [mm]
Preheat temperature, degF [degC]
Max. interpass temperature, degF [degC]
Cooling rate control, degF [degC]

27–33
280–360
260–330 [110–140]
0.75–1.25 [19–32]
450 [230]†
725 [385]
Slow cool until below 150 [65]

†For
‡Not

Defender ULTRA
0.0625 [1.6]
Reverse, DC electrode positive
98% Ar, 2% O2
(Not required if self-shielded)
27–33
280–320
320–400 [135–170]
0.75–1.25 [19–32]
450 [230]†
725 [385]
Slow cool until below 150 [65]

Defender NON-MAG ELITE
0.0625 [1.6]
Reverse, DC electrode positive
98% Ar, 2% CO2 or 100% Ar
26–30
280–320
260–330 [110–140]
0.75–1.25 [19–32]
100 [40]
400 [205]
na‡

5½- to 6¼-in OD. Dependent on drill collar tool joint, material, and diameter.
applicable.
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Type A
pin end.

10 in

Type B
box end with zip lift
(elevator and slip recess).

Type C
(slip recess only).

Hevi-Wate
drillpipe.

Spiral Hevi-Wate
drillpipe.
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